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The Sources of ikeir Financial Capacity
That these Jewish, bankers in their capacity of money
suppliers, however, were not dependent only on their own
capital, on the amounts deposited with them, and on the
profits derived from their mercantile activities, can be seen
from a passage in at-Tanfikhrs Nishwar al-^Iuhadara (second
volume), and only there. In connection with the loan agree-
ment made with *Ali b. 'Isa we read the following most
enlightening statement about these bankers :—
" For they were never dismissed until their death ; and they
^ere appointed in the days of 'UbaidaUah b. Yahyd al-Khaqani}-
The Caliph did not leant to dismiss them, in order to uphold
the dignity of the office of jahbadh in the eyes of the
merchants, so that the merchants might be ready to lend their
money through the jahbadh if necessary. Were a jahbadh. to
be dismissed and another appointed in his place with whom the
merchants had not yet had any dealings* the business of the
Caliph would come to a standstill" z
That it was possible to speak of Jewish, bankers in such
a way is itself sufficient to show how much they were honoured
and trusted by the Caliph, and, what is more important still,
how indispensable they seem to have been to the Court. The
part they played must really have been a very considerable
one, for though the Caliph, in the twenty-five years of his
reign, changed his Yizier no less than fifteen times, and though
during that period the whole adniinistrative machinery was
subject to constant changes and the general situation was less
stable than it had ever been, he did not want to dismiss
these Jewish bankers but kept them in office for life.3
1  Vide my above suggested emendation of this statement.
* This statement is to be found only Tan., ii, ed. Margoliouttt, Damascus,
193Q, p. 85.
» Wuz.,, 224-7, furnishes a detailed list containing the names of aH the
high, officials and personalities who were condemned to pay a fine {musadara)*
including names of Viziers, governors, Dlwan heads, revenue farmers, etc.
It is significant that Joseph b. Phineas and Aaron b. Amram are not

